


FICTIO N  /  MEDICAL
Forge Books | 9/5/2017
9780765382733 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 400 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W | 1 lb Wt

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9780765382726
Audio ISBN: 9781427274557
Ebook ISBN: 9781466889200
Audio ISBN: 9781427274533

MARKETIN G
Plans:
- Major North American campaign across
multiple formats
- Multiple The Globe and Mail best-selling
series in Canada
- National Canadian advertising
campaign
- Advertising targeting author’s fan base,
Irish enthusiasts across multiple formats
- Digital promotion across Tor/Forge’s
multiple online platforms

ALSO  AVAILABLE

An Irish Doctor in Peace and at War: An Irish
Country Novel
10/2016 | 9780765371164
Mass Market | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.

An Irish Doctor in Love and at Sea: An Irish
Country Novel
9/2016 | 9780765378217
Trade Paperback | $14.99 / $20.99 Can.

Fingal O'Reilly, Irish Doctor: An Irish Country
Novel
3/2016 | 9780765370372
Mass Market | $8.99 / $10.99 Can.

FORG E  B OOK S S EPT EMB ER 2017

An Irish Country Love Story
A Novel

Patrick Taylor

The eleventh heartwarming installment in Patrick Taylor's
beloved and bestselling series!

It’s the winter of 1967 and snow is on the ground in the colorful Irish village

of Ballybucklebo. But the chilly weather can’t stop love from warming hearts

all over the county. Not just the love between a man and woman, as with

young doctor, Barry Laverty, and his fiancee Sue Nolan, but also the love of

an ailing pensioner for a faithful dog that's gone missing, the love of the local

gentry for the great estate they are on verge of losing, or Doctor Fingal

Flahertie O’Reilly’s deep and abiding love for his long-time home and

practice.

For decades, since the war, Number One Main Street has housed O’Reilly and

his practice. In recent years, it has also opened its doors to O’Reilly’s wife,

Barry Laverty, and a new addition to the practice, Doctor Nonie Stevens, an

occasionally prickly young woman who may not be fitting in. It is to Number

One that patients young and old come when they need a doctor’s care, for

everything from the measles to a rare and baffling blood disease.

An unexpected turn of events threatens to drive O’Reilly from his home for

good, unless the entire village can rally behind their doctor and prove that

love really can conquer all.

PRAISE

“Gentle humor, deeply emotional stories drawn from everyday life—Taylor's books
are what Garrison Keillor might have produced if he'd been born in County
Antrim.”—Kirkus Reviews on An Irish Doctor in Love and at Sea

"Deeply steeped in Irish country life and meticulous in detail, the story is the
perfect companion for a comfy fire and a cup of tea or a pint of bitter. A totally
wonderful read!"—Library Journal, starred review, on An Irish Doctor in Peace
and at War

PATRICK TAYLOR, M.D. was born and raised in Bangor County Down in Northern Ireland.

Dr. Taylor is a distinguished medical researcher, offshore sailor, model-boat builder, and father

of two grown children. He lives on Saltspring Island, British Columbia.

www.patricktaylor.ca
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FICTIO N  /  THRILLERS  /
SUSPENSE
Forge Books | 9/19/2017
9780765378750 | $25.99 / $36.99 Can.
Hardcover | 384 pages | Carton Qty: 28
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W | 1 lb Wt

Other Available Formats:
Ebook ISBN: 9781466863361

MARKETIN G
Plans:
- National advertising targeting thriller
readers across multiple formats
- Review attention
- Digital promotion across Tor/Forge’s
extensive online platforms

FORG E  B OOK S S EPT EMB ER 2017

Book of Judas
Linda Stasi

The hunt is on for the apocryphal Gospel of Judas in the thriller
Sherrilyn Kenyon calls "an innovative masterpiece," from
celebrated New York Daily News columnist Linda Stasi

In Linda Stasi’s novel The Sixth Station, New York City reporter Alessandra

Russo was thrust into the middle of a mystery that had the potential to

change the world—had Jesus secretly been cloned?

In this exciting follow-up, Russo is forced to save her kidnapped infant son by

tracking down the missing pages of the Gospel of Judas, a heretical manuscript

that was unearthed in Al-Minya, Egypt in the 1970's. The manuscript

declares that Judas was not the betrayer, but the beloved, of Jesus. The Gospel

disappeared, only to turn up decades later, rotted beyond repair in a Long

Island bank deposit box. Rumors ran rampant that the most important pages

had been stolen.

Do the lost pages reveal a secret that will challenge Christianity's very belief

about the creation of life, or even the power to unleash Armageddon? What if

such explosive documents fell into the hands of modern-day terrorists,

dictators, or religious fanatics?

During her investigation, Alessandra is plunged into a dark world of murder,

conspiracy, sexual depravity, and most importantly, a race against the clock

to save her own child.

PRAISE

“Gripping, thrilling, and original.” —Sherrilyn Kenyon, New York Times
bestselling author

“A stay-up-all-night page-turner.” —Heather Graham, New York Times bestselling
author

"Will take your breath away.” —Nelson DeMille, New York Times bestselling
author

“Addictive, menacing, and thrilling.” —Steve Berry, New York Times bestselling
author

“Stunning.” —Linda Fairstein, New York Times bestselling author

“Move over, Dan Brown and Janet Evanovich. . . . This is a big, dynamic,
fast-moving page turner.” —William Martin, New York Times bestselling author

LINDA STASI is an author, celebrated columnist for the New York Daily News, and co-host of

NY1 News. She has appeared on TV shows such as The O'Reilly Factor, The Today Show, The
View Chris Matthews CBS Morning Show and Good Day New York An award winning
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FICTIO N  /  MYSTERY &
DETECTIVE  /  WO M EN  SLEUTHS
Forge Books | 9/5/2017
9780765385468 | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.
Trade Paperback | 304 pages | Carton Qty: 28
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W

Other Available Formats:
Hardcover ISBN: 9780765385444
Ebook ISBN: 9780765385451

MARKETIN G
Plans:
- National advertising targeting
mystery/thriller readers
- Online publicity campaign
- Review attention
- Digital promotion

FORG E  B OOK S S EPT EMB ER 2017

Stripped Bare
A Novel

Shannon Baker

A riveting thriller from critically acclaimed author Shannon
Baker, starring a female Longmire in the atmospheric
Nebraska Sandhills

Kate Fox is living the dream. She’s married to Grand County sheriff Ted

Conner, the heir to her beloved Nebraska Sandhills cattle ranch, where they

live with Kate’s orphaned teenage niece, Carly. With the support of the

well-connected Fox clan, which includes Kate’s eight boisterous and

interfering siblings, Ted’s reelection as Grand County sheriff is virtually

assured. That leaves Kate to the solitude and satisfaction of Frog Creek, her

own slice of heaven.

One night Kate answers a shattering phone call from the Bar J. Carly’s

granddad Eldon, owner of the ranch, is dead and Ted has been shot and may

never walk again. Kate vows to find the killer, while she wonders how Ted

responded so quickly to the scene. To add to her woes, Carly has gone

missing.

Kate finds out that Eldon was considering selling his ranch to an obscenely

rich environmentalist. Some in town hate the idea of an outsider buying up

land, others are desperate to sell . . . and some might kill to get their way. As

she becomes the victim of several “accidents,” Kate knows she must find the

killer before it’s too late.

PRAISE

“A compulsive, white-knuckle read peppered with interesting characters, a
stunning setting, and a mystery that will keep you turning the pages.” —Linda
Castillo, New York Times bestselling author

“Devotees of Craig Johnson’s 'Walt Longmire' series and fans of Judy Clemens
are sure to appreciate this title.”—Library Journal, starred review, Pick of the
Month

“What a joy to discover Kate Fox, but she's only one of the stars in what promises
to be an outstanding series. The other is the Nebraska Sandhills, a landscape of
desolate beauty and endless intrigue.” —William Kent Kreuger, New York Times
bestselling author

SHANNON BAKER lived for twenty years in the Nebraska Sandhills, where cattle outnumber

people by more than 50 to 1. Baker was named the Rocky Mountain Fiction Writers 2014

Writer of the Year. She now makes her home in sunny Tucson.
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FICTIO N  /  MEDICAL
Forge Books | 10/10/2017
9780765382757 | $25.99 / $36.99 Can.
Hardcover | 416 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W | 1 lb Wt

Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427287366
Ebook ISBN: 9781466889217
Audio ISBN: 9781427287373

MARKETIN G
Plans:
- Major North American campaign across
multiple formats
- Multiple The Globe and Mail best-selling
series in Canada
- Advertising targeting author’s fan base,
Irish enthusiasts across multiple formats
- Review attention
- Digital promotion across Tor/Forge’s
multiple online platforms incl.
sweepstakes

ALSO  AVAILABLE

An Irish Doctor in Peace and at War: An Irish
Country Novel
10/2016 | 9780765371164
Mass Market | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.

An Irish Doctor in Love and at Sea: An Irish
Country Novel
9/2016 | 9780765378217
Trade Paperback | $14.99 / $20.99 Can.

Fingal O'Reilly, Irish Doctor: An Irish Country
Novel
3/2016 | 9780765370372
Mass Market | $8.99 / $10.99 Can.

FORG E  B OOK S OCTO B ER 2017

An Irish Country Practice
An Irish Country Novel

Patrick Taylor

The twelfth charming entry in Patrick Taylor's bestselling Irish
Country series!

Once, not too long ago, there was just a single Irish country doctor tending to

the lively little village of Ballybucklebo: Doctor Fingal Flahertie O’Reilly.

Now his thriving practice is growing by leaps and bounds.

Not only has O’Reilly taken a new trainee under his wing, Doctor Connor

Nelson, he’s also added a spirited Labrador puppy to his ever-expanding

household at Number One Main Street. Meanwhile, his trusted partner, young

Doctor Barry Laverty, finds himself wondering if he’s truly ready to settle

down and start a family with his lovely fiancée, Sue.

As the doctors cope with domestic and professional challenges, they also look

after their patients and their ailments, including a mysterious cough, a

housewife whose frequent “accidents” may have a disturbing cause, and a

respected colleague who might be succumbing to an old vice.

All is not sickness and worry, however. There’s plenty of joy and merriment

to be found as well, from a visiting circus to racing to sailing . . . and maybe

even a happy ending or two.

PRAISE

“Gentle humor, deeply emotional stories drawn from everyday life—Taylor's books
are what Garrison Keillor might have produced if he'd been born in County
Antrim.” —Kirkus Reviews on An Irish Doctor in Love and at Sea

"Deeply steeped in Irish country life and meticulous in detail, the story is the
perfect companion for a comfy fire and a cup of tea or a pint of bitter. A totally
wonderful read!" —Library Journal, starred review, on An Irish Doctor in Peace
and at War

PATRICK TAYLOR, M.D. was born and raised in Bangor County Down in Northern Ireland.

Dr. Taylor is a distinguished medical researcher, offshore sailor, model-boat builder, and father

of two grown children. He lives on Saltspring Island, British Columbia.

www.patricktaylor.ca
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FICTIO N  /  MYSTERY &
DETECTIVE
Forge Books | 10/17/2017
9780765385475 | $25.99 / $36.99 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 20
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W

MARKETIN G
Plans:
- National advertising targeting
mystery/thriller readers
- Online publicity campaign
- Review attention
- Digital promotion across Tor/Forge’s
extensive online platforms including
sweepstakes

ALSO  AVAILABLE

Stripped Bare: A Novel
9/2017 | 9780765385468
Trade Paperback | $15.99 / $22.99 Can.

FORG E  B OOK S OCTO B ER 2017

Dark Signal
Shannon Baker

The second thrilling Kate Fox novel from critically acclaimed
author Shannon Baker, starring a female Longmire in the
atmospheric Nebraska Sandhills

Reeling from her recent divorce, Kate Fox has just been sworn in as Sherrif of

Grand County, Nebraska when tragedy strikes. A railroad accident has left

engineer Chad Mills dead, his conductor Bobby Jenkins in shock. Kate soon

realizes that the accident was likely murder.

Who would want to kill Chad Mills? Kate finds that he made a few enemies as

president of the railroad workers union. Meanwhile his widow is behaving

oddly. And why was his neighbor Josh Stevens at the Mills house on the night

of the accident?

While her loud and meddling family conspires to help Kate past her divorce,

State Patrol Officer Trey closes in on Josh Stevens as the suspect. Kate

doesn’t believe it. She may not have the experience, but she’s lived in the

Sandhills her whole life, and knows the land and the people. Something

doesn’t add up—and Kate must find the real killer before he can strike again.

PRAISE

Praise for Stripped Bare

“A compulsive, white-knuckle read peppered with interesting characters, a
stunning setting, and a mystery that will keep you turning the pages late into the
night.”—Linda Castillo, New York Times bestselling author

“What a joy to discover Kate Fox, but she’s only one of the stars in what promises
to be an outstanding series. ”—William Kent Kreuger, New York Times bestselling
author

"A must read.”—Alex Kava, New York Times bestselling author of Silent Creed

SHANNON BAKER lived for twenty years in the Nebraska Sandhills, where cattle outnumber

people by more than 50 to 1. Baker was named the Rocky Mountain Fiction Writers 2014

Writer of the Year. She now makes her home in sunny Tucson.
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FICTIO N  /  THRILLERS  /
SUSPENSE
Forge Books | 11/14/2017
9780765374875 | $25.99 / $36.99 Can.
Hardcover | 304 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W

Other Available Formats:
Audio ISBN: 9781427290205
Ebook ISBN: 9781466843455
Audio ISBN: 9781427290212

MARKETIN G
Plans:
- National advertising targeting
thriller/suspense/romance readers across
multiple formats
- National broadcast campaign
- Author appearances at Book Expo,
Book Con & select book festivals
- Review attention
- Off-the-Book page & pre-pub features
- Digital promotion across Tor/Forge’s
extensive online platforms; incl.
sweepstakes

FORG E  B OOK S NOVEMB ER 2017

American Drifter
A Novel

Heather Graham and Chad Michael Murray

An exhilarating tale of love and murder set in the heart of Brazil,
by acclaimed novelist Heather Graham and television star Chad
Michael Murray

The recipient of RWA’s Lifetime Achievement Award and ITW’s

ThrillerMaster Award, Heather Graham is at the pinnacle of her career. Now

she's teamed up with celebrated actor and celebrity icon Chad Michael Murray

to weave a tale of passion and danger in this captivating romantic suspense.

Part suspense thriller, part love story, American Drifter tells the story of

River, a young US Army veteran suffering from PTSD. Demon-haunted, he

drifts around Brazil, struggling to make peace with the insanity of the world.

At last, his life seems to be coming together.

Then he falls in love with the enchanting and spirited Natal, a gangster’s

mistress.

They flee together into the interior of Brazil, where they are pursued by the

drug lord, Tio, and his men. When River is forced to kill one of the gangster’s

men, the chase becomes even deadlier. Not only is the powerful, sadistic drug

boss after them, the Brazilian government is on their trail as well.

Will the two lovers escape—and will River ever be free of the bloody

memories that haunt him?

PRAISE

“[Graham is] an incredible storyteller.” —Los Angeles Daily News

Praise for The Rising

“A twist on every page. Hair-raising surprises galore.” —Sandra Brown

“A classic in the making.” —James Rollins

“A slambang, can’t-put-it-down thriller!” —Lisa Scottoline

HEATHER GRAHAM is the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of more than

one hundred novels and novellas. A recipient of the RWA's Lifetime Achievement Award, she

has been honored with awards from Georgia Romance Writers, Affaire de Coeur, RT Book
Reviews, and more.

CHAD MICHAEL MURRAY has acted in television and film for more than a decade. His

recent credits include Agent Carter and the upcoming Million Dollar Quartet. American
Drifter is his debut novel.
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FICTIO N  /  HISTORICAL
Forge Books | 11/21/2017
9780765380593 | $25.99 / $36.99 Can.
Hardcover | 384 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W | 1 lb Wt

MARKETIN G
Plans:
- National advertising targeting fans of
Native American fiction across multiple
formats
- Review attention
- Digital promotion across Tor/Forge’s
extensive online platforms

ALSO  AVAILABLE

People of the Songtrail: A Novel of North
America's Forgotten Past
8/2016 | 9780765370938
Mass Market | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.

People of the Morning Star: Book One of the
Morning Star Trilogy
3/2015 | 9780765370921
Mass Market | $8.99 / $10.99 Can.

People of the Black Sun: A People of the
Longhouse Novel
8/2013 | 9780765365606
Mass Market | $7.99 / $9.99 Can.

FORG E  B OOK S NOVEMB ER 2017

Moon Hunt
Kathleen O'Neal Gear and W. Michael Gear

An evocative novel of America’s greatest pre-Columbian city by
New York Times bestselling authors W. Michael Gear and
Kathleen O’Neal Gear

Whispering Dawn has come to Cahokia as the Morning Star’s promised bride.

She brings with her dark secrets, political intrigue, and a terrible Power. When

the Morning Star drinks her poisoned nectar, the Night Moth carries his souls

off to the Underworld to be slowly sucked into oblivion.

As Cahokia is shaken to the roots and teeters on the verge of civil war, Night

Shadow Star realizes that only she—tied to the Underworld as she is—can

make the descent into the dark realms to retrieve the Morning Star’s captured

souls. To do so, she and Fire Cat must travel to the Sacred Cave and

physically descend into the cavern’s terrifying depths in search of the

Morning Star. There, beset by soul-devouring monsters, it may come down to

Fire Cat—in the most unlikely of circumstances—to save the man, city, and

people he once despised.

Moon Hunt is the third epic tale in the Gears' Morning Star series. Against the

intricate majesty that was America’s greatest pre-Columbian city, the authors

have once again woven the latest archaeological data into a painstakingly

accurate reconstruction of Cahokia and provide a rare look into the mystical

underpinnings of Native American society.

PRAISE

“Basing this new chapter in their ongoing Native American saga on current
research and evidence, the Gears are able to communicate often arcane historical
and archaeological information within a compelling fictional format.” —Booklist
on People of the Morning Star

“Rich in cultural detail . . . Both longtime fans and newcomers will be satisfied.
Another fine entry in an ambitious, long-running series.” —Kirkus Reviews on
People of the Longhouse

“Blended with the carefully drawn suspense of court intrigues, colorful characters
and sharp plot twists, this is a terrific tale.” —Publishers Weekly on People of the
Thunder

W. MICHAEL GEAR holds a master’s degree in archaeology and has worked as a

professional archaeologist since 1978. KATHLEEN O’NEAL GEAR is a former state

historian and archaeologist for the U.S. Department of the Interior. She has twice been

rewarded for her “outstanding management” of our nation’s cultural heritage.

Together, W. MICHAEL and KATHLEEN O’NEAL GEAR are the bestselling authors of the

North America’s Forgotten Past series, which has sold over 7.7 million copies.
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FICTIO N  /  WESTERNS
Forge Books | 12/19/2017
9780765383532 | $24.99 / $34.99 Can.
Hardcover | 320 pages | Carton Qty: 24
8.3 in H | 5.5 in W

MARKETIN G
Plans:
- Advertising
- Digital promotion
- Review attention

ALSO  AVAILABLE

The Long High Noon and The Adventures of
Johnny Vermillion
5/2016 | 9780765388018
Mass Market | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.

Journey of the Dead and The Undertaker's
Wife
5/2016 | 9780765383624
Mass Market | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.

Murdock's Law and City of Widows: A Peter
Macklin Novel
2/2016 | 9780765383570
Mass Market | $9.99 / $11.99 Can.

FORG E  B OOK S DECEMB ER 2017

The Ballad of Black Bart
Loren D. Estleman

A riveting western novel from Spur Award-winning Author
Loren D. Estleman

Between July 1875 and November 1883, a single outlaw robbed the

stagecoaches of Wells Fargo in California’s Mother Lode country a record of

twenty-eight times. Armed with an unloaded shotgun, walking to and from the

scenes of the robberies, often for hundreds of miles, and leaving poems

behind, the infamous Black Bart was fiercely hunted.

Between robberies, Black Bart was known as Charles E. Bolton, a

distinguished, middle-aged man who enjoyed San Francisco’s entertainments

in the company of socialites drawn to his quiet, temperate good nature and

upper-class tastes.

Meanwhile, James B. Hume, Wells Fargo’s legendary chief of detectives, made

Bart’s apprehension a matter of personal as well as professional interest.

The Ballad of Black Bart is a duel of wits involving two adversaries of

surpassing cleverness, set against the vivid backdrop of the Old West.

PRAISE

"Loren Estleman is my hero."—Harlan Coben

"A fast-paced western with action on every page."—Historical Novel Society on
Cape Hell

“Estleman delivers his tall tale with dollops of western lore, elegant prose, and
crisp, tongue-in-cheek dialogue.”—Booklist on The Long High Noon

"An exciting western loaded with intrigue, suspense, and clever plot twists. One of
Estleman's best, a smart, tightly wrapped story."—Publishers Weekly on The Book
of Murdock

LOREN D. ESTLEMAN has written more than seventy books—historical novels, mysteries,

and westerns. Winner of four Shamus Awards, five Spur Awards, and three Western Heritage

Awards, he lives in Central Michigan with his wife, author Deborah Morgan.
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FICTIO N  /  THRILLERS  /
SUSPENSE
Forge Books | 12/26/2017
9780765384645 | $26.99 / $37.99 Can.
Hardcover | 352 pages | Carton Qty: 24
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W

MARKETIN G
Plans:
- Advertising
- Publicity
- Review Attention
- Digital Promotion incl. sweepstakes

ALSO  AVAILABLE

Strong Light of Day: A Caitlin Strong Novel
8/2016 | 9780765370280
Mass Market | $9.99 / $13.99 Can.

Strong Darkness: A Caitlin Strong Novel
8/2015 | 9780765370273
Mass Market | $7.99 / $9.99 Can.

FORG E  B OOK S DECEMB ER 2017

Strong to the Bone
Jon Land

Texas Ranger Caitlin Strong takes on a gang of neo-Nazis in
this ninth installment of the critically acclaimed Caitlin Strong
series

1944: Texas Ranger Jim Strong investigates a triple murder inside a Nazi

POW camp in Texas.

The Present: His daughter, fifth-generation Texas Ranger Caitlin Strong, finds

herself pursuing the killer her father never caught in the most personal case

of her career—a conspiracy stretching from that Nazi POW camp to a

modern-day neo-Nazi gang.

A sinister movement has emerged from the shadows of history, determined to

undermine the American way of life. Its leader, Armand Fisker, has an army

at his disposal, a deadly bio-weapon, and a reputation for being unbeatable.

But he’s never taken on the likes of Caitlin Strong and her outlaw lover, Cort

Wesley Masters.

To prevent an unspeakable cataclysm, Caitlin and Cort Wesley must win a

war the world thought was over.

PRAISE

For Strong Cold Dead

“A terrific book! The good, the bad, and the ugly woven into a tale that leaves the
reader breathless. Great fun!” —Sandra Brown, New York Times bestselling
author

“A modern-day Lone Ranger, Caitlin Strong takes on everything from drug gangs
to ISIS in Strong Cold Dead. Jon Land has once again crafted a winner, with a
seamless blending of historical fact and pulse-pounding fiction that will leave the
reader begging for more.” —Brad Taylor, New York Times bestselling author

JON LAND is the USA Today bestselling author of forty novels, including the bestselling

series featuring female Texas Ranger Caitlin Strong: Strong Enough to Die, Strong Justice,

Strong at the Break, Strong Vengeance, Strong Rain Falling, Strong Darkness, Strong Light
of Day, and Strong Cold Dead. In addition, he is the author of the nonfiction bestseller,

Betrayal. He lives in Providence, Rhode Island.
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FICTIO N  /  THRILLERS  /
HISTORICAL
Forge Books | 12/5/2017
9780765378460 | $25.99 / $36.99 Can.
Hardcover | 352 pages | Carton Qty: 20
9.3 in H | 6.1 in W

MARKETIN G
Plans:
- Advertising
- Publicity
- Digital Promotion

FORG E  B OOK S DECEMB ER 2017

The Macedonian
Nicholas Guild

A gripping fictional account of the life of Philip of Macedon, the
king who sired Alexander the Great and conquered an
unprecedented number of ancient Greek city-states

On a cold, snow-swept night in the ancient Greek kingdom of Macedon, a son

is born to the king’s principal wife. His mother hates him for being his

father’s child. His father hardly notices him. With two elder brothers,

obscurity seems his destiny. The boy is sent off to be nursed by the chief

steward’s wife.

Yet, in a moment of national crisis, when Macedon is on the verge of being

torn apart, the prince raised by a servant finds himself proclaimed the king.

This is the story of Philip, prince and king, the forgotten boy who rose to

save his country and became a legend in his own lifetime. His extensive

military conquests across the Greek peninsula would pave the way for

expansion under his son, Alexander the Great.

PRAISE

Praise for The Spartan Dagger

"A terrific work of historical imagination, The Spartan Dagger is not only a
gripping tale of revenge but a remarkable recreation of a world long lost and
largely misunderstood.” —Ralph Peters, New York Times bestselling author of The
Damned of Petersburg

"Guild brings the ancient world of the Spartans thrillingly and brutally alive.”
—Mary Pat Kelly, author of Of Irish Blood

NICHOLAS GUILD was born in Belmont, California, and attended Occidental College and

the University of California, Berkeley. He taught at Clemson and Ohio State before turning full

time to writing fiction. He has published more than a dozen novels, several of which were

international bestsellers, including The Assyrian, Blood Star, and Angel. Guild now lives in

Frederick, Maryland.
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